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Paul Amico is advising PortSide on spud fabrication and ship docking plans for 
locations without a pier or pier suited for ship docking, and the future conversion of 
the cargo tanks on the MARY A. WHALEN.  He brings to PortSide maritime-
themed youth programs he has developed over the years and is creating new ones 
with us. He also strengthens our maritime network. 
 
Paul Amico, marine facilities fabricator with Southern Services Group, Bayonne, NJ, was 
raised in an apartment above his father’s steel fabrication shop in Secaucus. He learned 
how to read drawings before learning how to ride a bicycle, He was welding by the time 
he was twelve.   At nineteen, he went to Texas to work building oil rigs and welding 
offshore pipe to gain experience on larger complex projects. After a few years and some 
growing up he returned and bought the family business at twenty-three years old.  
 
Over the past twenty-five plus years he has worked in various aspects of the structural 
steel industry from residential to ship repair. With some guidance from his father, a 
former salvage diver for the Navy, he fabricated the first ferry terminal for NY Waterway 
in 1986. Since then has worked with the design, fabrication, installation, & maintenance 
of over 95% of all floating ferry facilities in the NY Metro area.  
 
Paul played a major role in NYC’s response to the 9/11 attacks by supporting 
evacuations by ferry on 9/11 itself and late by helping create the emergency, interim 
ferry network which lasted for two years. After hurricane Sandy, Paul was pivotal in 
getting ferry terminals repaired and new emergency ferry terminals installed. 
 
Paul has another specialty as Water Safety Coordinator for Ironman triathalons.  He is 
responsible for everything on the water, including measuring and setting the course, 
training and positioning the kayakers, and making sure every athlete safely exits the 
water. He supervises a crew of 100+ during these races with several thousand 
swimmers. He also designs the launch floats and contracts and supervising the vessels 
involved.  A self professed water rat, he’s playing on our waterfront as an avid kayaker 
and fisherman when he’s not working on it. 

 
Paul has extensive experience in community 
theatre and youth programs. He was also the 
President of the School Board in Seacaucus, NJ.   
 
He created and teaches “dock builder math,” a 
class which uses harbor situations to teach math.  
In 2013, Paul designed and fabricated PortSide’s 
machine to demonstrate “simple machines.” We 
can bring this travelling exhibit to schools and 
public events, or use it on the deck of the MARY 
A. WHALEN. 
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http://transom.org/sounds/2002/shows/200209.boats.amico.mp3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simple_machine

